“ We’ve got great
uniformity across
the room, without
the need for a lot of
additional support.

“

– Barry Schneider, Director of Technical Ministries

SOUND SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

LARGE HOUSE OF WORSHIP

Elevate the worship experience

High-performance audio, low-key looks
Our installation-dedicated loudspeakers are acoustically
and aesthetically matched, so whatever combination of products you select, your system looks as good as it sounds
– blending into the architecture while filling the room with
superior audio quality.
Flexible options to suit your space and budget
We offer one of the industry’s largest portfolios of product
options, a range of choices to precisely address spaces of
every size and shape with uncompromising performance –
from ceiling speakers to line arrays.
Get your message across clearly
Achieve a clean, natural-sounding mix for voices and music,
with the highest intelligibility and even coverage across
every seat.

Ease of use for trained staff or volunteers
Production for services has changed a lot in 20 years, and
your congregation’s expectations are high. Our solutions
achieve the ideal balance of sophisticated performance and
simple operation, via intuitive software control interfaces.
An investment that lasts
Legendary performance and reliability from two of the most
trusted names in HOW sound. We offer proven product
solutions with the added value of the industry’s best customer support.

LARGE HOUSE OF WORSHIP
EXAMPLE FOR 6,000 – 10,000 FT2 (1,800 – 3,000 M2)

System overview
Two arrays of twelve X-Line Advance Install (XLAi) loudspeakers serve as mains to cover the room, with low
frequency support from eight XLAi subwoofers.
System benefits
Visually compact system, but with a lot of output power.
Even coverage throughout the audience area.
Fully Dante-networked system allows IPX amplifiers to
seamlessly operate with additional audio equipment.
SONICUE sound system software offers quick and intuitive
system set-up, tuning and operation.
Easily save and recall presets to ensure consistency
regardless of which staff members are on duty.
DYNACORD | AMPLIFIERS

4x IPX 20:4 (mains)
2x IPX 20:4 (subs)

ELECTRO-VOICE | LOUDSPEAKERS

24x X2i-212 (mains)
8x X12i-128 (subs)

If you need it, we’ve got it
The X-Line Advance Install series offers 20 different model options to suit the needs of any application. The X2i-212 and X1i212 12” two-way line array elements are available with 90° and
120° horizontal coverage patterns, in black or white finishes.
All models incorporate superior EV-engineered transducers, crossovers and patented waveguide components.
Their lightweight and highly efficient two-way designs outperform many larger and heavier three-way systems, providing high SPL capability, extended HF response and linear
LF output for more performance than previously possible
from cabinets of this size.
The matching X12i-128 double 18” subwoofer is available
for matching low-frequency support.

